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Abstract
The southern branch trough (SBT) mainly appears in the winter half year (November to May of the following year), using the 4 times daily NCEP/NCAR
reanalysis data nearly 41 years (1979-2019) to analyze the differences of the
SBT distribution of spatial location, frequency in winter and spring, then selects the “eastern type” and “western type” of the 10 most typical SBT, using
simplified vertical vorticity tendency equation, using simplified vertical vorticity tendency equation to diagnosis of the SBT in power, heat, water vapor
and wave energy in different positions. The results show that: 1) The location
of the SBT is more eastward in winter, and more westward in spring. 2) The
diagnosis results of the vorticity equation show that the vorticity of the
southern branch of the “western type” is mainly contributed by advection
term; the vorticity of the “eastern type” south branch is mainly contributed by
the non-adiabatic heating term. 3) The SBT of the “eastern type” has more
obvious vorticity advection than the southern branch of the “western type”,
and the dynamic action is stronger. The “western type” SBT has stronger Q1,
specific humidity advection and water vapor flux than the “eastern type” SBT,
which is greatly affected by thermal action and water vapor. When the “eastern type” and “western type” SBT occur, the T-N wave activity flux appears
obvious abnormal energy fluctuation propagation.
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1. Introduction
The southern branch trough (SBT) is also known as the subtropical southern
branch westerly trough (Indo Burma trough), which is a semi-permanent low
pressure trough generated by the SBT westerly on the south side of the Plateau
during the winter half year (October to May) due to the influence of the large
topography of the Plateau (Ye, 1979; Suo & Ding, 2009; Lin, 2016), is also one of
the major weather systems affecting South Asia and East Asia in the winter half
year (He et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2017).
Research in the 1950s showed that the formation and evolution of the SBT
were not only influenced by the fluctuation of the upstream westerly wind
(Chaudhury, 1950; Tao, 1953), and were closely related to the dynamic and
thermal effects of the plateau (Yin, 1949; Yeh, 1950; Bolin, 1950). In the past
twenty years, scholars at home and abroad have done a lot of research on the
generation, extinction and structure of the SBT. As the most typical winter circulation pattern, the westerly wind is stronger in the late winter, and the Plateau atmosphere is the cold source (Wu et al., 2004; Li, 2016). The atmospheric circulation pattern in late spring is in the transition period from winter to summer, and
the cyclonic flow field triggered by sensible heat heating over the Indian Peninsula
and latent heat heating over Indo-China Peninsula overlaps each other in the Bay
of Bengal, which is conducive to the vortex activity and the formation of low
trough in the Bay of Bengal (Qin et al., 1997; Wu, 2010). Suo (2008) discussed the
structure, evolution and propagation characteristics of the SBT from the perspective of climatology, and pointed out that the establishment of the SBT indicated
that the atmospheric circulation in the Northern Hemisphere changed from summer type to winter type, and the disappearance of the SBT and its transformation
into Bay of Bengal Trough was an important symbol of the outbreak of South
Asian monsoon. Lin (2015) used objective identification results to find that the
generation and depletion development position of the SBT are inseparable from
quasi-steady activities and the dynamic and thermal effects of the plateau.
There are significant differences in the genesis, structure and thermal properties of the Indo-Burma trough in winter and summer (Chen et al., 2006). Suo
(2008) believed that the steady Rossby wave energy from North Africa propagated to the Bay of Bengal along the jet guide might be another main mechanism
for the obvious increase of the SBT. This article uses 4 times daily NCEP/NCAR
reanalysis data nearly 41 a (1979-2019) objectively to identify the SBT, analyzes
the spatial distribution of winter and spring in the SBT, frequency characteristics, it is divided into “western type” southern trough and “eastern type” southern trough, and selects the top 10 strongest SBT of each model as a typical example, compare the SBT in the power field, thermal field and energy differences,
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analysis of southern trough may cause in different locations, to deepen the cognition to the southern trough.

2. Data and Methods
2.1. Data
The main materials used in this paper include:
1) NCEP/NCAR data were reanalyzed for 41 years from January 1, 1979 to
December 31, 2019, with a resolution of 2.5˚ × 2.5˚, including horizontal zonal
wind, meridional wind, temperature, specific humidity, geopotential height, vertical velocity and relative humidity.
2) in October 1996-October 2015 Global Precipitation Climatology Project
(GPCP) daily rainfall data, a resolution of 1˚ × 1˚, the Precipitation data comprehensive scores of stationary satellite and polar orbit satellite infrared and microwave data and after Global multiple stations data correction of satellite rainfall products, this article USES the latest version 4 (Adler et al, 2018).

2.2. Main Methods
2.2.1. Objective Identification Method of SBT
The south branch is generally the short wave trough on the guide branch westerly flow, which is most active in the middle and lower troposphere (850 hPa 500 hPa). Considering that Southwest China is affected by the altitude topography of Qinghai-Tibet Plateau and Yunnan-Guizhou Plateau and that 500 hPa
has the greatest impact on the plateau, 500 hPa is paid more attention to in synoptic area (Lin, 2015), so this paper chooses 500 hPa height field for analysis.
The reanalysis data used for objective identification has a higher spatial resolution and can identify the midpoint of the shear line more accurately than the
manual method, which can greatly reduce the arbitrariness (human nature) of
determining the midpoint of the SBT.
Based on the discrimination method of low pressure trough proposed by
Herrera et al. (2001), and the objective identification method of the south support trough by Lin (2015), a new analysis grid was constructed with NCEP/NCAR
grid points along the midpoint on the latitude line. 3 × 4 grid points around the
analysis grid points were taken to calculate the height value HZ1 in the square.
Take the 3 × 5 grid point boxes Z2 and Z3 on the east and west sides of Z1 to calculate their average height values HZ2 and HZ3. The height difference between
the average value of HZ2 and HZ3 and HZ1 is DH, and the grid point with DH <
2.5 dagpm is called slot area. Starting from the maximum DH point (P0) in each
groove area, scan the maximum DH point (P1) with a distance of no more than
1.5 grids (about × grid distance) on the upper and lower latitude lines adjacent
to P0, and cycle the previous process from P1 until no new groove points can be
found. All the connections of groove points are groove lines.
2.2.2. Diagnostic Method of Full-Type Vorticity Vertical Dip Equation
Using atmospheric dynamic and thermodynamic equations of thermodynamic
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and dynamic variables, the deformation process of atmospheric motion equation
combined with thermodynamic equation, Wu and Liu (1999) is derived explicitly includes thermal and dynamic effects of the type of vorticity equation, and
study the position of the western Pacific subtropical high may cause abnormal.
Guan et al. (2010) analyzed the relationship between plum rains and the Western Pacific subtropical high based on this equation. Zhang et al. (2019) used this
equation to explore the relationship between plateau shear line and plateau
non-adiabatic heating.
The full-type vertical vorticity inclination equation can be written as (Wu &
Liu, 1999):
∂ζ
+ V ⋅ ∇ζ + βv
∂t
=

(1 − κ )( f
+

+ ζ)


ω
Q 1 d  PE
− ( f + ζ) +
 − CD 
P
θ α dt  θ z


(1)

f + ζ ∂Q 1 ∂v ∂Q 1 ∂u ∂Q
1
Fζ ⋅ ∇θ z +
−
+
, θz ≠ 0
θz
θ z ∂z θ z ∂z ∂x θ ∂z ∂y

When the change of thermal structure inside the atmosphere, the influence of
heat source itself and friction dissipation are not taken into account, and only
the effect of external heat source is considered, Equation (1) can be simplified as:
∂ζ
+ V ⋅∇ζ + βv=
∂t

(1 − κ )( f

+ ζ)

ω f + ζ ∂Q 1 ∂v ∂Q
+
−
θ z ∂z θ z ∂z ∂y
P

(2)

Q at the right end of Equation (2) is the non-adiabatic heating rate in the
thermodynamic equation. θz = z, Other symbols are commonly used in meteorology. Wang et al. (2005) further simplified the above equation as follows:
∂ζ
f + ζ ∂Q1
= −V ⋅∇ζ − βv +
∂t
θ z ∂z

(3)

In Equation (3), the heat source is regarded as the atmospheric apparent heat
source Q1, the right end of the equation is vorticity advection term (referred to
as advection term), β effect term (referred to as β term) and non-adiabatic heating term (denoted as Q1z).

3. Spatial Distribution of the SBT in Winter and Spring
In Feng and Chen (2019) statistics on the activity frequency of the SBT during
1981-2017, the average annual occurrence of the SBT was 46.4 times, while in
this paper, it was 48.2 times (18.5 times), which was slightly different, which may
be caused by the difference in the statistical time range and statistical area. The
spatial distribution of winter and spring season show (Figure 1), nearly 41 a
southern trough generating frequency of differences in the spatial distribution
forms, including spring (Figure 1(a)) southern trough points, strongest frequency high value center is located in (25˚N, 70˚E), near the high value center
east range of multiple low don’t rule out the possibility of from west to east with
the west wind drift at this point. In spring (Figure 1(b)), the south branch
DOI: 10.4236/gep.2021.93011
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Figure 1. Spatial distribution of the generation frequency (shadow, unit: times) of the SBT in January (a) and May (b) during the
past 41 years.

mainly appeared in the vicinity of (24˚N, 90˚E). Compared with winter, the spatial distribution of the south branch in spring was obviously eastward, and the
distribution area was more concentrated.
January and May are the two peak periods in the SBT. According to the intensity standard, the 10 strongest typical cases in winter and spring during the recent 41 years are selected for analysis respectively. In terms of intensity selection,
the top 10% of intensity was selected. The average intensity of typical cases in the
south branch of this month was 9.86 dagpm, which was 3.944 times higher than
the identification standard of the south branch (2.5 dagpm). The average
strength of the typical cases in the south branch in spring is 5.6 dagpm, which is
2.24 times higher than the identification standard of the south branch (2.5
dagpm). In terms of time selection, it covers three months in winter and spring,
and the duration of life history is more than 2 days.
Overall, winter southern trough intensity is stronger than the spring, winter's
strongest 10 an average of 70.75˚E longitude, spring the strongest 10 an average
of 85.05˚E longitude, southern trough in spring than in winter more by east
southern trough, so the following winter southern trough as “western type”
southern trough, spring southern trough as “eastern type” southern trough for
synthetic analysis.

4. Diagnostic Analysis of Full-Type Vorticity Equation
In order to more clearly see the causes of the differences in spatial distribution of
the SBT, the following analysis is based on the typical cases of the SBT in Table
1 and Table 2. The generation and development of the south branch tank needs
a process. In this paper, the maximum time of a typical case of the south branch
tank is taken as the 0 time, the maximum time is pushed forward 3 times as the
beginning time, and the maximum time is pushed back 3 times as the end time
to carry out the statistical synthesis of the time evolution of the diagnostic results
of the full-type vorticity equation.
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Table 1. Basic information table of typical cases of the SBT in winter.
Number

Time

Lat, Lon

Strength/dagpm

Frequency/hour

1-1

1980122218

70.00˚E, 23.75˚N

10.45

17

1-2

2002123100

72.50˚E, 23.70˚N

9.48

9

1-3

2013121600

80.00˚E, 23.70˚N

10.08

13

1-4

1995010800

72.50˚E, 22.50˚N

10.50

8

1-5

1999012712

70.00˚E, 25.00˚N

8.90

10

1-6

2015010200

73.00˚E, 22.50˚N

6.70

17

1-7

2017012606

75.00˚E, 23.75˚N

9.10

11

1-8

1994022106

73.75˚E, 23.75˚N

7.12

12

1-9

2003021812

70.00˚E, 23.75˚N

10.71

14

1-10

2019020706

70.75˚E, 25.00˚N

15.56

12

70.75˚E, 23.74˚N

9.86

12.3

Average

Table 2. Basic information table of typical cases of the SBT in spring.
Number

Time

Lat, Lon

Strength/dagpm

Frequency/hour

5-1

1982030206

87.00˚E, 23.50˚N

8.04

20

5-2

2004031000

85.00˚E, 22.50˚N

7.07

14

5-3

2012031600

90.00˚E, 23.75˚N

6.78

16

5-4

1979040418

70.00˚E, 25.00˚N

6.69

12

5-5

1990040318

85.00˚E, 23.75˚N

6.12

23

5-6

2015041400

77.50˚E, 22.50˚N

4.00

16

5-7

1981052418

88.50˚E, 25.00˚N

4.40

10

5-8

1998051812

87.50˚E, 20.00˚N

4.70

12

5-9

2016052700

90.00˚E, 22.50˚N

4.00

15

5-10

2018050212

90.00˚E, 22.50˚N

4.20

18

85.05˚E, 23.01˚N

5.60

15.6

Average

Decompose both ends of the equation, and analyze each item at both ends of
the equation after decomposition. In this paper, the temporal evolution of the
diurnal thermodynamic characteristics of the south branch trough is analyzed
from the relationship between the pVor (hereinafter referred to as the local variation of vorticity) and the sum of advection, beta Effect and diabatic Q1, (hereinafter referred to as the sum of the three items), as well as the relationship between the sum of the three items and their respective components. As shown in
Figure 2(a), the local variation term of January vorticity and the sum of the
three terms showed basically the same variation trend in the three stages of the
formation, strength and extinction of the south branch trough, and the difference of the average deviation of the two terms was no more than 10 × 10−11 s−1.
DOI: 10.4236/gep.2021.93011
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Figure 2. The time evolution of the daily total vorticity equation and its three components in the “western type” SBT. (The abaxial axis is the time series, 0 is the strength of
the south branch of the tank, −1, −2 and −3 are 6, 12 and 18 h before the strength of the
south branch of the tank, respectively, and the rest are the same; The solid black line
pVor is the local change of vorticity, unit: 10−10 s−1; The solid green line advection is advection; The solid blue line Beta Effect is the β-effect term. Diabatic Q1 is the
non-adiabatic heating term, unit: 10−11 s−1).

pVor item represents what direction components, β-effect item on behalf of
the north and south direction, Q1, from the sum of three and advection item
(pVor), paragraphs, beta effect and Q1, the decomposition results, west southern
trough type as shown in Figure 2(b), the sum of three pVor trend is most consistent with the advection, paragraphs and beta effect and Q1 change is not obvious, that southern trough biggest influence pVor item at this time. East southern trough type as shown in Figure 3(b), the sum of the three trends is most
consistent with the Q1, and paragraphs pVor and beta effect is not obvious
change, explain the Q1 to the largest contribution to the southern trough, and
the 6 h before the southern trough the strongest moment, namely 1 times, Q1
significantly bigger, this may be a local change of vorticity and three combined
into one of the important reasons, the deflection at the same time, whether the
diabatic heating effect of vorticity has about 6 h of the indicator in advance.
Therefore, the decomposition using the full-type vorticity equation is accurate,
that is, it is reasonable and applicable to diagnose the dynamic and thermodynamic changes in January and May.
From the sum of the three terms to advection term, β-effect term and Q1. As
shown in Figure 2(b), the sum of the three terms is the most consistent with the
DOI: 10.4236/gep.2021.93011
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Figure 3. Same as Figure 2, but in the “eastern type” SBT.

variation trend of the horizontal term. The SBT of the eastern type is shown in
Figure 3(b), and the sum of the three terms is equal to Q1. The variation trend of
the term is the most consistent, and 6h before the strongest moment of the SBT,

Q1 may be the most important reason for the larger deviation of the decomposition
of the local vorticity change term and the sum of the three terms. Meanwhile, it
is also considered whether the non-adiabatic heating has an indicator signal
about 6 h in advance for the vorticity change. This indicates that the decomposition using the full-type vorticity equation is accurate, that is, the diagnosis of the
dynamic and thermal changes in January and May is reasonable and applicable.

5. Difference of SBT at Different Positions
5.1. Vorticity Advection and Geopotential Height Field
The above analysis shows that there are obvious differences in the configuration
of dynamic and thermal fields when the SBT appears in winter and spring. Further analysis was made on the relationship between the water vapor flux and
vorticity advection (VA) (Figure 4) and specific humidity advection (SHA) of a
typical case in the southern branch trough (Figure 5). The positive VA large region of the west type south trough is located near the north of the Indian Peninsula in front of the south trough, and the positive VA large region of the east
type south trough is located in the east of the Bay of Bengal. The cyclonic vorticity
increases, and the divergence occurs under the action of geostrophic deflection
force, thus depressurizing the ground. Moreover, under the action of pressure
DOI: 10.4236/gep.2021.93011
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Figure 4. Height fields of 500 hPa for typical cases in the SBT in the “western type” SBT (a) and the “eastern type” SBT (b) (contour lines, unit: dagpm)and VA [Shadow, Unit: 10−5 g/(kg∙s)].

Figure 5. The whole layer water vapor flux [vector, unit: kg/(m·s·hPa)] and SHA [shadow, unit: 10] for typical cases in the southern branch trough in the “western type” SBT (a) and the “eastern type” SBT (b).

gradient force, the convergence occurs in the negative barotropic region. High
level divergence, low level convergence, there must be upward movement; After
the SBT, there is negative VA, the anticyclonic vorticity increases, and convergence occurs under the action of geostrophic deflection force, thus making the
ground pressurized. Under the action of the pressure gradient force, divergence
appears in the barotropic region. High level convergence low level divergence,
must sink movement. The positive VA in front of the SBT and the negative VA
behind the SBT made the ridge of the upper trough move forward, the surface
cyclones and anticyclones strengthened and developed, and the SBT developed
from west to east. This may be one of the reasons for the occurrence of several
high-value frequency centers from west to east in January of the SBT. Meanwhile,
the high-value area of positive VA was consistent with the location of high-value
frequency. The VA of the south branch of the eastern type is obviously weaker
than that of the western type.
DOI: 10.4236/gep.2021.93011
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5.2. Specific Humidity Advection and Water Vapor Flux
Specific humidity advection (SHA) is one of the important factors affecting the
change of water vapor. SHA > (<) 0 causes the increase (decrease) of local specific humidity. From the perspective of SHA distribution, there is no obvious
SHA in the activity range of the western type SBT, and the negative value center
of the eastern type SHA appears near Bay of Bengal where the southern branch
trough concentrates, and the water vapor flux of the whole layer also changes
greatly here.
It can be seen from the distribution of water vapor flux in the whole layer that
the daily water vapor transport in the south branch of the western type is
obviously different from that in the eastern type. According to the numerical
analysis of water vapor flux, there is no positive or negative SHA center near the
south branch of the eastern type, while there is negative SHA center near the
south branch of the western type.
Therefore, the formation of the SBT in January is closely related to VA, and
the formation of the SBT in May is closely related to SHA and water vapor flux,
that is, the dynamic effect has a greater impact in January, while the water vapor
effect has a greater impact in May.

5.3. T-N Wave Flux
T-N wave flux has a good effect in describing atmospheric long-wave perturbations with large amplitude zonal non-uniform airflow. Since the calculation of
T-N wave flux firstly relies on a climatic background field to calculate the disturbance, in this paper, the mean winter background field and spring background field of 41a of the eastern type SBT were used to calculate the disturbance. As can be seen from Figure 6, when the SBT occurs (purple square), abnormal signals appear in both the eastward and westward positions. It shows
that the generation of the south branch channel has a certain relationship with
the T-N wave flux, accompanied by abnormal energy signals.

Figure 6. The mean 500 hPa T-N wave activity flux (vectors, units: m2∙s−2) and geopotential height anomaly (shading, Units:
gpm).
DOI: 10.4236/gep.2021.93011
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6. Summary and Discussion
The full vorticity equation was used to diagnose the contribution of various factors, and the differences in dynamics, thermodynamics and energy of the SBT at
different locations were further explored, and the following conclusions were
drawn:
1) The location of the SBT is more eastward in winter, and more westward in
spring.
2) The southern branch of the “eastern type” has more obvious vorticity advection than the southern branch of the “western type”, and the dynamic action
is stronger; the “western type” south branch has stronger Q1, specific humidity
advection and water vapor flux than the “eastern type” south branch, which is
greatly affected by thermal action and water vapor.
3) When the “east type” SBT and the “west type” SBT occur, the T-N wave
flux appears obvious abnormal energy fluctuation propagation.
In this paper, based on the diagnostic analysis of the SBT by typical example,
using the synoptic diagnosis and statistical method of combining the climatology, the dynamics, thermodynamics and energy characteristics of the south
branch trough at two key locations are compared and analyzed, not only comparing only 500 hPa, but also not comparing the formation process from the
moment of formation to the moment of death in each of the SBT examples. At
present, the contribution of VA and SHA has not been quantified at the time of
the emergence of the SBT, and the formation mechanism of the SBT has not
been definitively which still needs further study.
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